Spring Kick Off Recap 2019:
April 26-28, 2019
American Sports Center
By GPAScouting
GPA Scouting would like to thank Ryan Silver and West Coast Elite Basketball for
the Opportunity to Evaluate during the Spring KickOff and the King of King
Unisigned Senior/JUCO Showcase. Here are a few guys we took a look at and gave
you our opinions on their game.

2020, 6'4, SF, St. Augustine HS, Alex Dennis intrigued
me also, tough as nails kind of kid, defends really tough
and has a mid range game to boot. Offensively gifted as
well.

2020, 6'7, SF, Saint Augustine HS, Nakial Cross is
impressive, shoots it, drives it, and can rise above you
and dunk it. Super athlete with swag and pop to his
game. Must watch for MM+ to HM coaches.

2020, 6'11, C, Chaminade Prep, Richard Eagle is
another big in the paint developing, but his upside is
humongous. Nice touch around the rim, blocks shots
and has soft hands. Hearing that he is a HA kid as
well in the classroom.

WCE17u Martin
2020, 6'4, PF, Taft HS, Myles Lofton is a beast
inside as well as smooth with the midrange on
perimeter. Rebounds out of position and can guard
anything down low with his physicality in the paint.

2019, 7’1, C, Cathedral HS, Leeandre Howard,
7’0 plus and growing post player. He’s a rim
runner, paint clogger, and will catch anything
coming off the rim. Leeandre is going to be big
time with a development year under his belt on
the next level, this kids upside is huge.
2019, JUCO, Frosh., PG, ELAC, Levelle
Ziegler is a player, strong guard with a smooth
game, three ball is decent, drive game and
floater, great. Uses body well and is a menace
on defense.

2019, 6'7, SF, Gardena HS, Kameron Mayhan
is a player, shoots the midrange, gets to the
basket, rim protector on defense and is a high
flyer in transition.

2019, 6'3, SG, Nationwide Prep, Rylan
O'Brien is a flat out shooter, long ball, midrange
and can take it to the cup. Decent defender, on
and off ball, perfect off screen and pop offensive
sets. Will prosper in the PnR offensive scheme,
has vision to make the pass as well.

2022, 6'2, SG, De La Salle HS, Javon
Johnson can play as well, he took some good
shots, got to rim and rebounded for his team.
Witnessed some decent midrange, but more of
a hustle guy, never stops working.

2022, 6'2, SF, De La Salle HS, Cebrian Carter
can play, has nice size and a great basketball
body. Not afraid to take shots and attacked the rim
with a vengeance. Major upside to this kid.

2020, 6'2, JUCO, SG, San Diego Mesa,
Ahthaijiri Bell impressed us with his play today,
hustle guy, midrange decent, got to rim, defended
well. Has a college guards body that is strong and
can finish thru contact.

2021, 5’9, PG, Tyson Shields

Has a quick first step and can get into the lane and
cause trouble to opposing teams. Decent handle, drive
and kick game is good, finishes with contact and is a
willing defender.

2021 6’3” G Jacob Lacey - Wce16u Wilson NOCA
He’s a slasher that can finish around the basket well.
His shot was decent, needs to work on that, but his
overall offensive skill set was very solid.

2021 6’1” G Harutune Davis - Wce16u Wilson NOCA
He can shoot the 3-ball well. Hustles to every loose ball
and can get a bucket when needed. He lacks the mid
range game which can open up his offense.
Defensively he needs to develop a little more, but was
impressive.

2019, 6'3, SG, ELAC, Darius Henderson had his mojo
working this weekend. His three shot, money,
midrange, money, floater, drive too basket, money.
Defensively talented, need I say more.

2022, 6’5, F, Sage Wayan, WCE16u Lieu - young bull,
fluid movements on the court, scores easily around the
basket, good size and awareness on the court. Kid has
a solid foundation, decent mid range game but doesn’t
utilize it enough. He needs to dominate the boards to
take his game to the next step.

2022, 6’1, G, Zachary Wright, WCE16u Lieu can
handle the rock and score. Competes and plays every
possession on the court, was a pleasure to watch,
good skill set.

2022, 6’5, SF, Parkridge HS, Ky Green is a long wing
type with super athleticism. Scores well in transition and
has a decent midrange. Runs the floor like a deer and

will catch one on your head. Younger brother of Josh Green
(Arizona Commit)

2022, 5’11, PG, Campolindo HS, Cade Bennett is a
guard that can pass the ball, made some precise
passes on the break that were impressive. Can take
the ball to the rim and finish thru contact, smooth lefty
shooter as well.

2022, 5'11, PG, Sacred Heart Prep, Aidan Braccia
put in work today at the WCE Spring Kickoff. Shot the
ball well from all three levels and is a willing defender.

2022, 6’6, SF, Milken School, Jac Mani is long and
lengthy wing type that has soft hands for catches in
the paint. Shoots the midrange with touch and can
finish around the rim.

2022, 6’2, PG, Crossroads HS, Sam Slutske is a
gutsie guard with a little swag to his game. Tough
as nails and goes hard on both sides of the ball.
Shoots the long ball consistency and is a
competitor.

2019, 6’5, F, Robert Knibb II, Branch West -  work
horse on the court and a vocal leader from the
sideline. Has a strong body and plays very physical
with good athleticism.

2021, 6-4, G, Brendan Perry - WCE17u Tate
He’s got good help defense, can knock down the
open 3 and uses spacing on the floor well. His
defensive game could take a little improvement, but

he is a willing defender.

2021, 6-4, G, Nicolas Meza - WCE17u Tate
Nicolas is poised on offense and takes quality shot
selection. He’s got a solid build and uses body well
to fend of defenders. He’s very physical and can
finish through contact.

2019, 6’7, SF, Grant Union, David Jones is a long
athletic player with most, knows how to get position
down low and score. He is one of the most athletic
kids on the floor, each and every time he plays.

Here are some more guys we were impressed with and took down some notes on their
games. Listed by the Team they played on in this event.
Hot Shot 16u
2022 6-6 G Christopher Bunch

He’s got good size and uses his deceptive speed very well. He’s a bucket getter and
plays with confidence.
WCE16u Dunn
2021 6’5” F Jake Woldman
He’s a very good shooter and sees the court well. Decent defensive guy, needs to
improve in that field, but is a willing rebounder and can dominate at it if he wants to.
2021 5’9” G Tyson Shields
He’s a quick and shifty guard who can get in the lane and cause problems. He can be
a better floor general with time and patience.
2021 6’1” G Charlie Gehler
Fundamentally sound player, competes and plays bigger than his size. He’s lacks the
variety of offensive attacks and needs not be afraid of being a more physical guard.

WCE15u Garman
2022 6’4” F Jaden Robinson
He’s long and active with a good feel for the game. He lacks the confidence, but can be
dangerous when hot and it usually leads to him taking over games.
WCE17u Cloud
2020 6’1” G Michael Cunningham
He’s aggressive on offense and takes quality shot selections. He needs to finish
through contact around the basket and needs more aggression around the rim.
2020 5’11” G Chris Phouthavong
Spot up shooter and quick with the ball in his hand. Decent skill set and is an improving
CG prospect.

